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1. Background
Strategic Cities Development Project has been initiated by the Government of Sri Lanka to
respond to some of the current urban problems and the emerging needs of a Middle Income
Country that it aspires to achieve in the medium term whilst addressing the long term goals of
sustainability, inclusion and poverty reduction. The total project cost amounting to USD 192.08
MN is co-financed by the GOSL with USD 45.08 MN and the IDA credit facility of USD 147
MN managed by the World Bank (Project ID: P130548).
The above objective is to be materialized through developing a system of competitive and
strategically linked cities of Sri Lanka. This concept of systemic urban development
underscores triggering strategic or purposive linkages between and among the selected cities
towards achieving the stated development outcomes of the project over and above the physical
outputs and thereby contributing to cause or reinforce positive impacts. In this connection, the
cities are placed within a framework of City Region instead of confining interventions to
administrative boundaries of the local government authorities under whose jurisdiction the
cities are situated.
2. Sub - Project Description
2.1 Brief Introduction to the Sub-Project
Improvement of the Lake Walk Around of the Kandy lake is one of the SCDP
interventions that comes under the Urban Upgrading Component. At the initial stage of
the conceptual design, this sub project was divided in to two packages as Lake Walk around
North and Lake Walk around south. However, considering intervention of the Kandy sewerage
management project to be implemented in the same location, this has plan to implement as two
packages. The package one begins from the Y junction to the Queens Bath. ( Chain age 0.00
to 2+789), The total length of this stretch is 2.789 Km, the package two of the project
( Chain age 2+789 to 3+187), the total length is 0.399 will cover from the Queens Bath
to The Y junction. The reason of dividing the project into two packages is to avoid
the linked effect with the Sewerage Management Project funded by JICA. The package
one is not having linked with JICA project, but the package two has been linked. This
stretch of the walking passage will be expected to construct once the sewer lines will
be laid. The SCDP will be hoping to award contract in February, 2018
The Kandy Lake Walk Around is presently owned by the Department of Irrigation, the
maintenance of the lake and the around is also done by them. The maintenance of the
trees around the lake around is being done by the Royal Botanical Garden of Peradeniya.
The all designs and estimates have been prepared by the Department of Irrigation and
the assessment of the existing trees and new trees to be proposed was done with the
participation of the officials of the Botanical Garden
Once the improvements of the lake around are finished, the responsibility of
maintenance will be done by the same Departments as it is being done at present.
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Figure 1: Location Map

More details are visualized and describe on the map and key
Key Activities:
Package 1
1. A ; Improvement of pedestrian path (Paving, Lighting and provisions of outdoor
furniture)
A1; Substitution of existing benches and provisions of new benches and tourism
panels
2. C ; Pedestrian Realization – Area between Tomlin Park and the Temple Eastern
entrance
3. D; Landscaping of the Mahamaya Park , soft and hard landscaping
4. E; Improvement of South West corner of the lake, Substitution of the white steel
fences nearby spill over with introducing cloud wall ,
Package 11
5. F;* Proposed new 2 bus shelters near bus stop.
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6. B; (Queens Bath) to C – (“Y” Junction) Improvement of temple entrance and
realization of a new plaza, Substitution of the existing pavement, * Provision of a new
lighting system and outdoor furniture, Realization of the pedestrian area.
7. C; Pedestrian Realization – Area between Tomlin Park and the Temple Eastern
entrance
8. G; Installation of new payment. (Eastern entrance gate to the sacred area), Concrete
Bricks – Various colors, pre cast concrete, White Bollards as necessary,*Rehabilitation
of existing stairs with pre cast concrete steps and structure.
The total length of the improvement is about 3.2 km. and width change 2m - 3m. The key
actions in this project are, Improvement of the temple entrance and realization of a new plaza,
Improvement of the South West corner of the lake, Improvement of the pedestrian path by
paving, lighting and providing outdoor furniture such as benches, bus shelters etc.(Annex -4 &
5)
The existing pavement in front of temple entrance will be removed and new paving will be
carried out along with new lighting fixtures. Area between Tomlin Park and the Temple eastern
entrance too will be removed and new paving will be carried out along with the new lighting
features. Further, bollards will be fixed to control the traffic flow in and out.
In addition, Mahamaya Park will be landscaped with tall trees and shrubs, flowering plants and
colorful foliage. While improving this park reinforcement and rehabilitation of lake banks will
be carried out by Malaysian Buffalo grass on geo cell layers.
Improvement of the South West corner of the lake will be carried out by replacing the existing
white steel fence and two bus shelters will be provided replacing the existing old one.
Concrete blocks of various colors will be used as paving material, and quarry dust and sand
will be used as bedding material. The walking paths will be illuminated with street lights, and
pedestrian lamps in par with the kandyan heritage style.
As the work is carried out in a sacred area, most of the work will be carried out manually,
except in fixing light fixtures.
2.2 Objectives /outcome of sub project intervention:
The design goals and objectives of this intervention are to:
 Successfully coordinate a set of small-scale improvements that will make the walk around
the Kandy lake more pleasing and enjoyable for pedestrians;
 Improve pavement, remove obstacles to pedestrian movement, reinforce banks where
necessary, and provide complementary ground cover and plantings that will generally improve
the area around the lake;
 Provide easier, safer and more agreeable pathways for people to move around the lake;
 Ensure the sustainability of the lake and quality of its water.
 Attract National and International tourists and there by contribute in ensuring Sustained
business activities in the city.
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3. Details about existing conditions of the facilities
The subproject area begins with the pedestrian pathway across the street from the Queens Hotel,
runs along the southwestern end of the lake and then on to its southeastern corner. The western
section of the pathway around the lake is in basically good condition because it was recently
improved by the Department of Irrigation. The southern shore of the lake and part of the
walkway pavement were also improved by the same department. Some areas along this southern
section of the pathway need to be widened in order to allow benches and planting. The edge of
the lake along this southern section of the walk around has a number of large trees.
During the period from 6.30 am to 7.30 am in the morning and also between 1.30pm to 2.30 pm
in the afternoon the pedestrian pathways around these sides of the lake are highly congested
primarily due to the large number of school children that using this pathway to and from school.
The Sangaraja Mawatha running parallel to the pedestrian path also is highly congested with bus
traffic during the same period. Some of the hotels in Kandy city are located within the 50-meter
radius from this pathway.
The pedestrian path that runs along Kandy Lake from the Queen's Hotel to the Department of
Irrigation's Maintenance Unit is already heavily used by visitors both local and foreigners,
pilgrims, school children and others. The average number of users who walk along the
pedestrian paths could be around 8000 people according to local informants.
The section from the Queen's Hotel to the Queen's Bath is in good physical condition. The
pedestrian path from the Queen's Bath to the maintenance unit of the Department of Irrigation
is narrow and appeared in relatively poor condition. This section has been somewhat improved
with a concrete slab. The historic building known as “Queens’s Bath” is being rehabilitated by
the Archeological Department as a historic monument and archeological site. The area at the
main entrance to the Temple grounds is being used haphazardly for the parking of vehicles and
selling of ornamental items and flowers to the visitors.
3.1 Scope of the proposed work
The project scope is limited to:
•Improvements to the pedestrian walkway along the western banks of the lake, providing
lighting and furniture along southern and western shores of the lake;
• Widening of the pedestrian path in key locations to allow seating and viewing of the lake;
The project is preliminary designed as two packages; package one starts from the
queens bath to the Y junction.( Chain age 2.789 to 0.00), The total length is 2.789 Km,
which is not supposed to have a link with the Sewer Project funded by JICA.
The package two of the project ( Chain age 2+789 to 3+187), the total length is 0.399
will cover from the Y junction to the queens bath. This extent of the walking passage
will be expected to construct once the sewer lines will be made. It will be hoping to
award contract in February 2018.
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3.2 Details of Construction Design
This intervention is a rehabilitation work aiming to improve the existing condition of the
Kandy Lake around pedestrian path, providing additional lighting, and shade and seating
facilities. It is observed that the project is linked with the Kandy City Sewerage Management
Project funded by JICA. The sewer main pipe laying will be done along the middle of the
Sangaraja Mawatha up to the Y junction. From Y Junction to the queens bath, the
sewer line too will be laid underneath the walk way. Therefore, to avoid linked impacts,
the pipe laying along the Sangaraja Mawatha up to Y junction will be planned to
undergo by the Sewer Project first and SCDP subsequently from February, 2018 onwards
It will end 26th of November 2018.accordning to the SCDP implementation plan 2016 .
Package 1
Start Date of Construction
End date of Construction
Package 11
Start Date of Construction
End date of Construction

25 Dec. 2016
26 of June 2016
25 February 2018
26 of November 2018
(Sources; SCDP Implementation plan 2016)

4. Justification of Project Design and Alternative Analysis
4.1 Importance of Proposed Activity
The subproject area can be defined as one of the most significant locations in Kandy city. This
area is frequently congested with people visiting the most significant religious center in Kandy
and in the country. On special religious days, this area becomes congested by the large
numbers of local and foreign visitors. Existing conditions within the area are not favorable to
this large number of visitors who encounter difficulties in moving to desired places within the
sacred city.
It was revealed that around 8000 people visit the Temple, these people will benefit if
pedestrian paths in the sub project area are enhanced with improved amenities. Attractive
landscaping in the subproject area also will increase the value of the Kandy city as a whole.
Once improved facilities are established near the Temple of the Tooth Relic complex, visitors
will be less inclined to roam around other more congested areas in the city. This intervention
subsequently contributes in reducing traffic congestion of the city and around.
4.2 No Project Alternative
The development interventions proposed under this subproject can be viewed as responding to
some of the key needs of Kandy City. They provide a good opportunity to enhance the
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environment around the Temple of the Tooth Relic.
If this project is not implemented, the difficulties related to the existing environment will remain,
as well as those related to the pedestrian paths. In general, the need to upgrade the
environment/landscape around the most significant religious complex will remain if these
proposed development activities are not implemented. Improvements to the pedestrian paths in
northern and eastern banks of Lake with other necessary infrastructure facilities such as lighting
will indirectly supplement/contribute to achieve the expected objectives of other sub-projects
in Kandy city, transport improvement project and improvements to the pedestrian mobility
through the project in KMC public car park roof top area. If the pedestrians get discouraged
to walk on the pedestrian paths in lake around due to their dilapidated condition some of the
pedestrians may get in to the congested main roads such as Sangaraja Mawatha aggravating
the present traffic congestion of the city.
Table 1: Impact Identification and Assessment

Item of Impact

Land
Acquisition
Land Instability
Land
Settlement

Construction
Period
Core
Indirect
Impact Impact
Area
Area

Anticipated
Impact

Remarks

-

-

-

-

The project is implemented in the
area belongs to the Irrigation
Department. No any land
acquisition is required
Construction is in stable land

-

-

No physical relocation of people

Structure Loss

-

-

Infrastructure

-

-

Agriculture
Agro-forestry
Fishing
Mining
Trade &
Commerce
Culture &
Archaeology

-

-

There is no any structure
losses due to the project
implementation
Slim possibility because
construction activities take place
away from these facilities
No agriculture area impacted
No agro-forestry area impacted
Not relevant
Not relevant

-

-

No impact anticipated

-

-

-

+

Noise,
Vibration, Dust

Anticipated on
transportation
9

No impact on cultural and
archaeological sites anticipated
Mitigate adverse impact to find
possible solution in cooperate
with ESR
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routes and
construction sites
Recreation &
Touristic
Activities

-

Transportation,
Vehicle parking
places and
dumping yards

-

+

Public Health &
HIV

-

+

Public Security

+

Construction activities away
from touristic activity areas

-

+

Considerable
traffic congestion
may arises and
parking of
pilgrim vehicles
on the road sides
mat be affected.
Inflow of workers
may cause
infectious disease
Inflow of workers
may endanger
public security

It is proposed to carry out
constructions at night specially
the few sensitive locations of
the Lake Around..

Worker behavior and practices
may not be acceptable to the
community

Construction
activities may
create risk to the
Proper safety plan will be put
Public Safety
+
+
pedestrians
in practice
coming to the
Temple and other
institutions.
Removed
materials may be
Muck disposal
+
dumped in
site
environmentally
sensitive areas
Code: +++ Major Impact; ++ Moderate Impact; + Minor Impact; - No Impact
4.3Resilience to Natural Disasters
Resilience to natural disasters of the sub-project is ensured by the adoption of best engineering
practices guaranteeing quality of all constructions. In addition, the subproject area is not in a
disaster prone area. All of the interventions proposed will be implemented on well-established
path around the lake.
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5. Corridor of Impacts
Impact Area- The core impact area of this project was determined as the existing pedestrian
foot path of the lake around. The indirect impact area is considered as the area inside the grid
city boundaries. The reason is that if the unplanned and extended ad hoc constructions of the
project would affect the functions a of the grid city.
There is no land acquisition needed and the project will not impact on the physical
and economic displacement of people
The anticipated adverse project impacts are short term and temporary, which may
experience during the construction period. The major adverse impacts anticipated would
be inconveniences to the users of the walk way, traffic congestion at seven sensitive
places and public safety. The following diagram and table indicate the sensitive locations
which could experience some adverse impacts.
Table 2: Anticipated Impact of Main Sensitive Locations

Chain age Name of the location
0+000
Y Junction
Maintenance Unit of the
0+447
Irrigation Department
0+586
Bus Stop
0+686
Lake Club
0+898
Mahamaya School fly over
Bus
Halt
in front
of
0+949
Mahamaya College
Road
Crossing-Mahamaya
1+024
Vidyalaya
1+109
Mahamaya Bridge
1+908
Bus Halt close the
Road Crossing in front of
2+.209
Laksala
2+27

Queens Hotel

2+796
2+798

Queens Bath
Temple entrance end

Main adverse impacts anticipated
Traffic Congestion ,Public Safety
Traffic Congestion ,Public Safety
Inconvenience to public
Difficulties in daily business
Safety of students
Inconvenience to public, traffic congestion
Inconvenience
to
public,
congestion, public safety
Inconvenience to public

Inconvenience to public, traffic congestion,
and public safety.
Inconvenience
to
public, traffic
congestion, public safety
Traffic congestion
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Temple Entrance
Ch. 2+798

“Y” Junction
Ch. 0+000

Laksala
crossing Ch.
2+204

Department of Irrigation,
Ch.o+447

Bus halt Ch.
0+586

Lake Club
Ch.0+686

Figure 2: Main sensitive locations with chainages

5.1Impact Identification and Assessment
5.2 Significant Impacts
 The pilgrims and other visitors will benefit from the improved walkability within the
sacred area in the post construction phase of the sub project.
 The improved pedestrian pathway along the northern lake shore will provide easy and
effective access for school Children to reach their schools. This group also will benefit
from the improved walk track.
 Reduction of congestion during festival days and other holidays can be expected as an
impact of the proposed -subproject. The management of Temple can use the improved
area near the temple for organizing “perahara” activities without difficulty.
 The visitors can enjoy properly established pedestrian pathway to reach the Kandy City
within a short period of time.
 The business community can expect increased number of customers reaching their
business centers due to decreased congestion in the sacred area.
 Tourists staying in neighboring hotels will be motivated to stay longer and enjoy the
walk around the lake due to the significant improvements carried out under the sub
project. This will enhance the economic benefits.
 Pilgrims can enjoy the beauty of the lake, while walking along improved walkways with
attractive landscape between the Civic Hub and Temple complex.
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Visitors can use the improved pathways to reach other desired areas in Kandy city.
Provision of the new lighting system will help to more security and safety of pedestrian
who are using this walk way.

5.3 Impact Mitigation
Pursuant to the adoption of Resettlement Policy Framework that sets out the principles,
guidelines and procedure for identification and assessment of potential social impacts and risks,
and prepare mitigation plans as appropriate for different sub-projects, the PMU arranged for
awareness creation targeting the primary and secondary stakeholders to prepare the mindset
and ensure broad community support in favor of the proposed interventions including for social
screening and potential impact assessment. The idea was to eventually prepare social
management action plans with gender dimension mainstreamed to mitigate impacts with inputs
from the Project Affected Community and institutional stakeholders.
Adoption of the above process resulted in the identification of impact locations, direct and
indirect impacts as well as temporary and permanent impacts in a general sense the community
will be educated on these specifics at a subsequent stage. However, in terms of nature of
impacts some of them belonged to adverse or negative effects and impacts while others found
membership in the positive or beneficial set of impacts. The latter category was in the majority.
These are detailed in this Social Screening Report (SSR) that will be disclosed to the public in
due course. For the present the following mitigation measures that resulted from the
consultations are furnished. Identification of adverse impact and mitigation measure to be
propose were prepaid in close coordination with the environment unit and also implement of
the mitigation measure will be done jointly with the environment team

Table 3: Potential Impacts and Proposed Mitigation Measures

Potential Impacts
01 Difficulties
in
continuation of 18 mobile
vendors to do their daily
livelihoods
during
construction period.

Mitigation Measures
Responsibility
In case of loses of business during KMC
construction period, one time income SCDP
assistance as decided by EAC and allow
to continue their business if suitable
space is available.(As per the EM- para
3.9.1 &3.9.2 )

02

Aware contractor’s staff prior the KMC
excavation starts. Make arrangements Contractor
ready
to
restore
unexpected
disconnections to be experienced
during constructions.

Damages caused to the
utility services such as
electricity and telephone
lines
during
the
construction.

03 Police and Army posts Temporarily shift to the other side of the Contactor
established
on
the road.
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pedestrian path in north
shore of the lake will get
affected
during
construction phase.
04 Disturbances to users of
the
pedestrian
path
making public safety at
risk

The pedestrian will be informed Contractor
through the display boards to use
alternative roads; the queens hotel
end, Wawepitiya road and the road
barrier end to reach the Temple of
tooth.
05 Staggered constructions Ensured
the
proper
contract SCDP
may
create management by the SCDP.
inconveniences to the
public
due
the
overlapping construction
activities
with
the
Sewerage Project.
06 Disturbances
to
the Construction in front of the maintenance Contractor
entrance
of
the unit of the Irrigation Department will be
maintenance unit of the proposed to do as night working shifts.
Irrigation Department.
07 The disturbances to the
entrance of the milk bar
and the two shops in front
of the Ampitiya Junction.
08 Disturbance
to
the
activities of the children
park. Kids safety might
be at risk

Night work shifts to be used in front
of the two shops. Make alternative
access to the shops. Keep entitlement
compensation arrangement ready if any
foregone incomes revealed.
Display information in a proper way in
front of the children park.
The
contractor will be advised to carry out
constructions in front of the children
park at night.
The heavy machineries are not supposed
to utilize for the activities of the project.
Regular watering when the dry
weather prevails the details information
will be provided with ESR

Contractor
SCDP

Contractor

09 Noise and vibration due
Contractor
to cutting, Unloading
construction
materials,
Vehicle movement and
construction work may
increase the noise level
and dust
10 Inconvenience to the Regular watering to the site in the Contractor
public due to dust
dry weather, cover the soil masses in
the site and during the transportation.
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11 Wastes may be left at
construction
sites,
especially upstream or
dumped in sensitive areas
12 Construction
activities
may create risk to the
pedestrians coming to the
Temple
and
other
institutions
13 As the vehicles use for
the loading and unloading
of
materials
may
aggravate the existing
traffic in the Lake Round
14 The
two
project
interventions ; SCDP and
JICA, to be planned
undergo constructions in
the same location, may
overlap
its
activities
causing inconveniences
to the public
15 Parking
of
pilgrim
vehicles on the roadsides
near the Tomlin Park will
be affected
Repeated
grievances
from the public would
negatively affect
the
continuation
of
constructions
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Contractor will be advised to identify Contractor
disposal sites away from the city
limits and get approved from the
relevant authorities.
Reschedule alternative time for Contractor
construction work(night work) without
disturbing other

It is planned to include in the tender Contractor
document to material transport to be
done at night.
Prepare traffic management plan and
get the assistance of the traffic police
to implement it.
It has been properly coordinated SCDP
between two projects on the
procurement
plan,
avoided
overlapping constructions.

Alternative Parking area need to be
provided.
Encourage them to park vehicles in
the KMC car park
Awareness programs for the various
partners of the lake round will be
conducted before
and during the
commencement of constructions.

KMC
Contractor

Contractor
SCDP

5.4 Public Disclosure and Information Dissemination
Disclosure of information and maintenance of transparency is a cardinal principle of the SCDP
governance ideology, the National Involuntary Resettlement Policy and the World Bank
Resettlement Policy Framework. The main social significance of the Information Disclosure
Policy is that when the Project Authorities maintain transparency in project implementation it
produces mutual trust outcomes between the PAPs and the Stakeholders. Problems that occur
in the implementation process can thereby be effectively and efficiently resolved and
implementation delays circumvented. It contributes to local ownership of externally initiated
projects as well as convergence by the time the project is concluded and commissioned. SCDP
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is taking every step to disclose information to the public. SSR, once complete, will be public
document containing accurate, updated and reliable information.
5.5 Grievance Redress
Though all signs are positive in terms of social soundness of the project, the PAPs may raise
questions on the construction related inconveniences that may affect the business activities and
day to day affairs of the public.
It is extremely important to address such grievances in a timely and transparent manner to
ensure smooth implementation of the sub-project. An institutional mechanism Grievance
Redress Committee (GRC) will be established. The GRC will consists of the representatives
from the Irrigation Department, KMC, Two Grama Niladari Officers, Engineer to the
contractor, APD/Social from SCDP and two members from the affected persons.

6. Socio-Economic Profile
The walkability improvement of Kandy Lake, sub project area falls within 2 GN Divisions, No
257 Ampitiya South and No 254 for Malwatta, under the jurisdiction of the Gangawatakorale
Divisional Secretariat Division. The total number of residential population of these two GN
Divisions includes 5281 people comprised of 2722 females and 2559 males. This population is
reported to include 1173 families
Table 4: Ethnic Diversity of the Project Influenced Area

Ethnic diversity
Sinhala
Lanka Tamil
Indian Tamil
Muslim
Burgher
Total

Female
2286
101
87
236
50
2,722

Population
Male
2127
94
22
274
4204
2559

Total
4413
195
109
510
92
5281

83%
3.7%
2%
9%
1.7%
100

The socioeconomic profile of the project impact area present three main ethnic groups’ Sinhala
Muslim and Tamil It was observed that population of theses area is multi ethnic and multi
religious as shown it table below
North portion of the Kandy Lake from Queen’s Hotel to Tomlin park less residential population
due to sacred area of Dalada Maligawa but highly pedestrian moving during the day time other
surrounding area of the Kandy Lake. It is populated with residential and commercial
establishment some of the famous tourist hotel and restaurant, leading Girls school in Kandy
Government and privet Agencies. The left and right sides of the lake around are consisted
of various structures such as commercial establishments, schools, Government offices,
play grounds ,children park, hospital, Temples etc. The description of structures situated
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both sides of the Lake is presented below.
Table 5: Structures Situated around the Lake side

Left Side

Right Side
Play pen preschool
Laksala
KMC preschool
Malwatta Temple Preschool
Kandy City Center
Kandy Garden Club
Sangaraja Pirivena
Mahamaya
Primary Garden Cafe
School
Malwatta Temple
D.S.Senanayake College Children Milk Bar
Vishrama Salawa (Pilgrims Rest) Mahamaya College
Queens Bath
Kevins Restuarent
Hillwood Collage
Well/Malwatta Temple
Kings Park Hotel
Kandy
Royal Maintenance
UnitInternational School
Irrigation
Hotel Suisse
S.L.Biuro of Foreign Dept.Kandy Club Tennis
Employment
Court
Devon Rest
Department of Health Mahamaya Play Ground
Service
Sampath Hall
Red Cross Building
Children Park
Queens Hotel
Jayagrahanaya Building
KMC Retail Shops
Seven access roads
Batik Shop
One bridge
Lake front restaurant
One Bus halt
Awanhala
Laksala
Ivy Banks Hotel
Kandy City Center
Chamber of Commerce
Mahamaya
Primary
School
Indian International Center
D.S.Senanayake College
Also, there are 18 mobile vendors involving livelihood activities, some of them are
established to one place, the others are doing businesses moving along the lake around
and Tomlin Park .
Some Significant components of the Lake Around are;
1.
E.L Senanayake children’s park and maintenance unit of irrigation department.
2.
Security post of Kandy traffic police.
3.
Children’s milk bar.
4.
Kandy garden club, KGC lodge and garden café.
5.
Bus halts.
6.
Users of Pedestrian path including four schools ;Mahamaya primary and
Secondary, E.L.senanayake College and Hill wood College.
7.
Mobile venders walking alone the pedestrian path.
8.
Mahamaya Girls College.
(The consultation details of the above categories are described in the annex 01.)
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7. Social Screening Checklist
Probable Involuntary Resettlement Effects
Will the sub-project include any physical construction work?
Does the sub-project include upgrading or rehabilitation of
existing physical facilities?
Is the sub-project likely to cause any damage to or loss of
housing, other assets, resource use?
Is the site for chosen for this work free from encumbrances
and is in possession of the government/Municipality?
If the site is privately owned, will this be purchased or
obtained through voluntary donation?
If the land parcel has to be acquired, is the actual plot size and
ownership status known?
Is land for material mobilization or transport for the civil work
available within the existing plot/ Right of Way?
Are there any non-titled people who living/doing business on
the proposed site for civil work?

Yes

Not
Known

Details

√
√
√
√
√
NR
√
√

Will there be loss of /damage to agricultural lands, standing
crops, trees?
Will there be loss of incomes and livelihoods?
Will people permanently or temporarily lose access to √
facilities, services, or natural resources?
Does the Urban Local Body have its own procedures for land
acquisition?
Are there any previous land acquisitions I under this
subproject?
Re any indigenous people affected?
Whether the affected land/structure owners likely to lose less
than 10% of their land/structure area.
If so, are these land / structure owners willing to voluntarily
donate the required land for this sub-project?
Is any temporary impact likely?
√
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√
√
√
√
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8. Estimates of Specific Impacts
Components of the Sub Project

Site
Clearing

Private land required (Sq. m.)
No. of land owners losing more than
10% of land area
Government land required (Sq. m.)
Forest land required (Sq. m.)
No of houses affected
No of shops affected
No of other structures affected
No of squatters affected
Public utilities affected

Earthwork Other
Structures

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Any estimate of the likely number of households that will be affected by the sub project?
 [X] No. [ ] Yes. If yes, approximately how many?
 No. of HHs losing <10% of their productive assets:
o (land/cowshed/shops): None
 No. of HHs losing 10% or more of their productive assets? None

Are any vulnerable households affected?
[X] No. [
describe their situation with estimated numbers of HHs.)

] Yes. (If yes, please briefly

What are the needs and priorities for social and economic betterment of vulnerable people
who are affected by this project?
No person is rendered vulnerable due to the implementation of the sub-project.
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9. Decision on Categorization
After reviewing the answers above, it is determined that the sub project is:
[ ] Categorized as an ‘A’ project, a full resettlement plan is required
[ ] Categorized as a ‘B’ project, a short resettlement plan is required
[X] Categorized as an ’C’ project, no RP is required, Only Due Diligence
Report is required
9.1 Details of persons responsible
Prepared by:

Thilak Wickramasinghe ,APD (Social)
Date: 09 Sep. 2016
Approved by:

Mr. Pradeep Hettiarachchi
Deputy Project Director (Social, SCDP)
Date: 13 Sep. 2016

Approved by:

Archt. Anura Dassanayake
Project Director / SCDP)
Date: 15 Sep. 2016
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Annex 1: Consultation
Initial consultation was done at different level stakeholders; this process was further expanded
to involving with key decision making agencies and person at the higher level, such as the
General public, project affected persons and senior Government officials in Kandy. The areas
more concerned during the consultation were the design details of the proposed project,
construction period and the anticipated negative impacts and proposed mitigation measures.
Feedback from the stakeholders welcome and revised the design accordingly.
The details of the consultation is described in the table 4.

Table 1: Views express by stakeholders on E.L Senanayake Children’s Park and
Irrigation Maintenance Unit
Name
B.Dinesh
Kumara
(E.L
Senanayake
children’s
park)

E.L
Abeysinghe,G.
G.D.A.Senevir
athne,D.B.Man
da
Wijesinghe(irri
gation
department
maintenance
unit)

Address
E.L
Senanayke
children’s
park,
Sangharaja
Mawathe.
T.P0756417783
Kandy Lake,
Maintenance
unit,
Sangarajha
Mawatha,
Kandy

Views expressed
This person is the in charge of the park attached to
KMC. He was consulted on 8-5-2016. According to
him this children park is opened from 8.00am to
8.00pm daily, In a typical day about 100 children
visit the park but, in weekend and holidays this
number goes up about 200, Each parent has to pay
Rs. 20 in a visit with children to the KMC, children
are not charged
This unit is maintained by irrigation department to
attend routine maintenance of Kandy Lake, One
work supervisor and two senior maintenance labors
were interviewed on 18/5/2016. According to them
there are 14 employees attached and they are
involved in cleaning of the pedestrian pathway
around the lake and attending required maintenance.
They are of the view that proposed sub project will
lead to enhance the beauty of the lake and its
surroundings. Their unit will not have any negative
impact during construction. Their maintenance
tractor frequently moves from the unit to other areas
and therefore, its movement will have disturbances
if the access is disturbed due to the project
construction.

2. Security post of Kandy traffic police: this police post is located on the pedestrian path in
south shore of lake near E. L. Senanayake Children’s park. It is a movable structure. The
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purpose of this police post is to manage the traffic congestion of Sangaraja Mawatha and also
provide some security for the people if necessary. During construction period this structure will
need to be shifted somewhere temporary. The policemen interviewed (Y G J P Kumara) on
18/5/2016 mentioned that this unit is required but, shifting of the moving structure to other side
of Sangaraja Mawatha to a suitable location will mitigate the negative impact during
construction period.
3. Children’s milk bar: This milk bar was established in parallel to establishment of E L
Senanayake children’s park. The objective of this 30 yearlong business center is to provide
milk and other food items to the children coming to the children’s park. A person called Anura
Welihena has been the owner of this business centre for nearly 30 years, now it is run as a
grocery. He has rented in this place from the KMC. The entrance of this business center is open
to the southern part of lake pedestrian path and therefore, there will be difficulties to keep this
business centre opened during construction activities. This information was collected from
Anura Welihena (No 15, Sangaraja Mawatha,Kandy,T.P 0812219842) and his assistant Lalith
Prasanna (345/2, Jayamaala Pura, Gampola, T.P.0713999108) on 17/5/2016. This grocery
which runs with one employee earns about Rs.8000/= profit per day.
4. Kandy garden club, KGC lodge and garden café: These three business establishments are
owned by Kandy Garden sports club. Kandy Garden business center is managed by a board
appointed by the club. Other two centers have been rented out to 2 individuals by the club. This
club was established in 1978 and its present membership is about 150. Kandy Garden is running
a separate liquor shop and also the garden provides facilities to the member families. These
business establishments are operated from 8.00am to 11.00pm. The garden club has a tennis
court that can be used by members but outsiders can also hire it at cost. These 3 business
establishments including the tennis court have only one access used as entrance. There can be
some disturbances during construction period of the pedestrian path in front of this entrance.
The specific views expressed by the stakeholders of this center consulted are summarized in
table 5.
Table 2: Details of the 3 business centers
Name
Address
Views expressed
P.M.P.Tennakoon Kandy garden These 2 stakeholders of Kandy garden club which is
(Manager),
club, No 9, selling liquor for its members were interviewed on
Kavinda Subash Sangaraja
17-05-2016. There are 7 employees attached to this
(Accountant)Mawatha,
club. Club is open every day but weekends and other
(Kandy
garden Kandy
special holidays its users go up to about 150 per day.
club)
The club management is happy about the project and
they proposed that they would prefer to interact with
sub project contractors during construction phase.
This club earns about Rs 20,000 per day.
Bhathiya
K.G.C. Lodge , These 2 stakeholders were interviewed on 17-05Gunasekara
No 9, Sangaraja 2016. Six employees are attached to this lodge.
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Income per day is about Rs 10,000. The owners are
not against the project but they prefer if the
construction activities are carried out during night.

Garden café , This is fairly large establishment dealing with hotel
No:9,
related activities, 12 employees are attached to the
Sangharaja
café. The monthly average income of this café is
Mawatha,
about Rs.85000.The café management is pleased
Kandy
about the project but, they are concerned on possible
disturbances on entrance during sub project
construction period.

5. Bus halts: There are 4 bus halt structures located on the sub project implementing area. And
these structures may be demolished during project construction period. Some commuters
waiting at the bus halts and also several pedestrians walking along the predestine park were
interviewed on 9/5/2016 and 11/5/2016 to understand their views. The details of consultation
are summarized in table 6.
Table 3- Details of consultation with stakeholders on bus halt
Name
Address
Bus
commuters- Thalawathuoya
W.P.Jayathilaka
road,Ampitiya

K.Ramayya
G.W.Dissanayake
S.m.Piyawathi
P.M.Sriya Mallika
D.N.P.Bandara
Pedestrians-K.P.S
Saranaga

Views expressed
This group of 6 persons waiting at the bus
halt was interviewed on 11/05/2016. They
All welcome the project and suggest
making alternative for them to use the
public buses. They also suggest reducing
pilling of unnecessary construction
materials on pedestrian path; They prefer
construction activities to be carried during
night time.
Marassana,Thalaathuoya -Same as aboveMalulla, Haguranketha
-Same as aboveHaragama
raja -Same as abovemawatha,Kandy
Mahiyangana
Road -Same as above,Digana ,Karalyadda
Galmaduwatta,Kundasal -Same as abovee
Bogaslanda,Adhikarigam These 7 pedestrians were interviewed on
a
9/05/2016.They suggest to explore
possibilities to expand the width of the
pedestrian path, fence established at the
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Boowalikada,Kandy

edge of lake could help to protect children
and other disable during their walk around
the lake, They also prefer if the
construction activities are carried out
during school holiday period. If it is not
possible at least school starting hours and
closing hours should be avoided. They
also suggest avoiding pilling of
construction materials on the pedestrian
path. Finally, they prefer to see
construction crew behave in acceptable
manner while working on pedestrian path
-same as above-

Senkadagala,Kandy
Suduhunpola,Kandy
20,Lewella,Kandy
No 4/3,dodanwala,Kandy
Kahabiliyawa,Marassana

-same as above-same as above-same as above-same as above-same as above-

6. Mobile venders walking alone the pedestrian path: Significant number of persons walk
along the southern show of pedestrian path and also crossed this path to reach other areas on
city area for business activities. Therefore, the number of venders changes depending on the
inflow of such venders to the project implementing area. This number is heavily dependent on
the nature of the day and business opportunities, for example the number of mobile venders get
significantly increased during religious festival period of Kandy. According to some mobile
venders regularly visit this area following number of visitors can be considered as group
frequently visit the southern and western part of shore.
The views of some mobile vendors received on 17/05/2016 and 18/05/2016 are summarized
in Table 7.
Table 4 - Views expressed by mobile vendors in lake around south and west
Name

Address

Items sell

Daily
Income- Views expressed
Rs/day
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U.G.Sanat No
Fruits and 1000
h Athula 9,Keerthi sri pop corn
Keerthi
Rajasinghe
Mawatha,K
andy
T.P.077664
3270

Sumedha
Ranaweer
a
D.H.M
Karunathil
aka

H.M.Karu
nawathi

Chandrak
umara
Srinath

G.K.G
Kanthi
Nimal
Wimalaso
oriya

434/1,Sema
neriyawatta,
Ampitiya
122/42,Istor
uwatta,Lew
ella Road,
Kandy
T.P
0719045275
Nahinawela,
Nikalanda
T.P
0725637288
31/2,Keerthi
sri
Rajasinghe
mawatha,Ka
ndy
T.P
0725530891
Ahaspokuna
,Kengalla
Gallthanna
road,Ampiti
ya

Fruits and 750
pop corn

September 2016

Even now we do this mobile
business with serious difficulty
because KMC and police chase us
pointing out that we disturb the
pedestrian path. In certain days we
are prosecuted and fined Rs 5000,
In
this
context,
potential
disturbances from the sub project
during construction will not be our
serious concern. Our business
activities are not confined to one
particular place, Our only concern
is we have been involved in these
business activities for more than
10-15 years and therefore; we will
visit all possible areas and make
our living.
-same as above-

pop corn

800

-same as above-

pop corn

700

-same as above-

pop corn

800

-same as above-

Religious
item
Fruits

500

-same as above-

750

-same as above-
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8. Mahamaya Girls College/Kandy
The main close by school is the Mahamaya Collage, around 4500 students studying.
The sub project intervention is directly impacted to the school users. The principal and
some sectional teachers convinced the component of the design and the methodology
is being used in the construction of the lake walk around. The principal and Teachers
appreciated the development work specially the improvements will be proposed in front
of the Mahamaya Collage. The following comments received from the school community
towards the intervention. The main focus was the measures to be put in place in terms
of ensuring the safety of the students. They requested to carry on the constructions in
front of the school and entrance of the playground at night or holidays, specially
school vacation. Also requested to stop constructions even the main two peak hours of
the day; 7.00 a.m to 8.00 a.m. and from 1.30 p.m. to 2.30 p.m., even in the day times.
The principal proposed that to aware the prefects and the sectional Heads before the
construction starts.
The senior Government officers, Hotel owners and representatives of the trade societies were
convinced on 25.08.2016 at the Town Hall/KMC. The institutions attended the program
were; the District Secretariat, Divisional Secretariat, Department of Irrigation, Department
of Archeology, National Building Research Organization, Roads Development Authority,
JICA funded Sewerage Management Project, Kandy Municipal Council, Buddhist
Commissioners Office, Representative from the Heritage Committee, Members from Red
Cross Society, Members of the hoteliers society, Members of the trade society/ George
de Silva park etc. The attendance sheet is here with attached. The views of the participants
were described in the
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Annex 2: Minutes of Stakeholder Consultation Meeting on Urban Upgrading Interventions
Date: 25/08/2016
Time: 10.00 a.m. – 12.40 p.m.
Venue: Town Hall, Kandy Municipal Council
1. The meeting started at 10.00 a.m. and Mr. Thilak Wickramasinghe (APD Social, SCDP)
welcomed the gathering
2. An introduction to SCD projects was given by Mr. Chandan Thennakoon (Commissioner,
KMC) after observed the Pansil which delivered by Rev. Abanwelle Sumangala thero
3. After that, Archt... Anura Dassanyake (PD, SCDP) introduced himself to the gathering and
requested to introduce each other who present for the meeting. Then he explained the project
background and importance emphasizing traffic congestion, increasing the number of migrant
population that directly resulted in to urban services, livelihood activities and life pattern of the
people. Also he explained the scope, timeframe and current status of each project specifically
which are in its implementation stage. Then he described the objective of the meeting to present
the final designs of the Lake walk around, and other urban upgrading projects (pilgrimage
facilitation center of Tomlin Park, Development of the roof top car park and George E. Silva
park development.)
Then he opened the gathering for questions, comments and discussion. Main discussion maters
are as follows.
 K.M.A.P. Karunaayake (Director, Irrigation Department) mentioned that “it is not suitable to
have curve design for the lake bank. It can be caused for difficulty to transport activities and
road maintenance. Replying to that Archt. Mrs. Sashika Karawita (Project Architecture)
mentioned “the area will be limited for vehicles and due to that it will not effect to
transportation activities”. Related to that Mr. Nawfal Zawasim from University of Peradeniya
asked that “will you allow this road for heavy vehicles?” Replying to that Archt... Mrs. Sashika
Karawita mentioned, “Pavements will construct good in way. Yet this road will limit for
vehicles”.
 Again Mr. Nawfal Zawasim mentioned that “the constructions should be arranged according
to traditional Kandyan Arts, wooden and stone carvings. Also the designs should be simple.
All the designs should be addressed importance of Sri Dalada Maligawa. So altar modern
designs will not suitable. Otherwise foreigners will not have anything to visit”. Replying to that
Archt... Mrs. Sashika Karawita mentioned “this design is in its conceptual stage. Changes can
be accommodated”. Also she thankful for the suggestion that can be considered in next
revisions of the design. Further she elucidated the accesses for disabilities in the building, shops
for current sellers and design of roof top which will be constructed using glass.
 Later Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake (PD, SCDP) explained that pavement covers large extend
of the area and materials will suit to the environment with architectural designs. Hence
interlocking bocks are not suited to this area. Related to that Mr. Nawfal Zawasim mentioned
that “for this purpose it must use traditional materials and must think about safety”.
 Archt. Mrs. Sashika Karawita then elaborated the nature of roof the building. “This roof is
similar to Kandyan style. If the roof would be too high, it can be highlighted. So that, in order
to secure the pattern, everything should be compatible to each other”. PD, (SCDP) also
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mentioned that final designs will submit to KMC and UDA for approval. Also it will create
eco-friendly environment with all existing large trees.
Archt. Mrs. Sashika Karawita mentioned “it is difficult to make carving from concrete. Also
there will be separate wash rooms for males and females with all necessary facilities”.
Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake (PD, SCDP) also mentioned that “Tomlin Park will develop as
pilgrimage facility center with more facilities. So that the shop owners would be paid more tax
than now. So that there should be proper management plan. Until the constructions finishes the
shop owners will receive temporary places for their business activities”.
K.M.A.P. Karunaayake (Director, Irrigation Department) mentioned that “there should be
special attention to Sri Dalada Maligawa, Peradeniya Botanical garden all these places. There
is a risk for environmental damage”.
5. After that car park roof top design was explained by Mr. Rajitha de Silva (ECL) with the
facilities which have designed. Also he mentioned that KCC will link using a bridge. Related
to that PD further elaborated the facilities which will include in the Roof top car park and the
duration of tender calling procedure. Then he opened the gathering for the questions, comments
and discussion. They are as follows.
Mr. Thushara Swarnathilake left the gathering stressing the importance of giving support to
make this project success, giving comments. Also he requested to inform any comments after
the meeting even to him personally at 077 681802.
Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned that they are looking to widening the road. Also a
member from Trade society mentioned that “this road is not in its enough width for
transportation due to its busyness”. Also Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned that they
are looking for provide disable accesses to public space.
6. Then George E. Silva layout was explained by Mr. Rajitha de Silva (ECL). Related to that
Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned, there will not any serious changes for this place.
Similarly, he requested to provide information on appropriate trees which can plant in this area
from the gathering that can incorporate for the designs. Then he opened the gathering for the
questions, comments and discussion. They are follows.
Mr. Nawfal Zawasim mentioned that “it is difficult to convert concrete structures in to
greeneries. So that it must protect at least the existing situation. Also should incorporate our
traditional arts of the country. It is better to use ‘Punkalasa’ (pot of plenty). Also he asked
having of roof for the place. Replying to that Archt. Mrs. Sashika Karawita mentioned there
will be a roof. Again Mr. Nawfal Zawasim mentioned “there should be a roof. If not, it will not
use at day time”.
Then Trade society member said that “now this place does not have lights. Also during the
election period crackers are lighting. it caused to damage tiles. Although you are planned these,
problems arise at the time of using these”. Another person mentioned that “there should be a
protection for children at the place”. Again another person said that “politicians use resources
in this place for their benefits cutting trees”. Replying” to that Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake
mentioned “it is not good the way that people use public places. There should be a mechanism
to maintain these. At here stick and carrot method should be used. There should be a mechanism
and it should be commercially viable”.
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Another person mentioned that “there should a proper way to water draining hence the car park
floods into 3, 4 feet. Another person mentioned that “earlier, in 2012 projects, business
community support has been taken. There should be private-public partnership. Everyone
should consider this as a common requirement and should give the support. A management
system should be established to gather all institutions”.
After that Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned “we will inform you about nature of roof
top. The tender procedure will start in the month of period. After finishes the George E. Silva
Park the roof top will start. Let us to know our opinion”. Related to that another person
mentioned that, “When discussing the development of Kandy city, there are problems to us. it
is better to ask our problems before design the projects. There are lot of overlapping problems
in the city”. Replying to that Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned there are projects for
Kandy like, Greater Kandy. These have conceptual plans for Kandy city. Yet this project goes
beyond them focusing on inner city development. Although there are other projects, this project
is implementing. Again a person mentioned, “Traffic congestion is one of the main problems.
Who is closed the Maligawa road. Are there alternative roads for that? Replying to that Archt.
Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned “we are improving three by pass roads from this project in
order to avoid the entrance of Kandy city area from peripherals”. Again that person mentioned,
“traffic problem, protecting of world heritage buildings, these are problematic. No proper toilet
system in the city.” Replying to that Archt. Mr. Anura Dassanayake mentioned “we propose
these necessities to KMC. KMC institutional capacity should be increased for this purpose.
Necessary equipment can be provided under this WB loan. For example, mobile toilets. From
this project, these can be provided. There is a plan for Grid City. It will show you another day.
Let us to know your views and opinions. That design will finish in next month.
7. Finally he thankful to all participants and meeting concluded at 12.40 p.m.
List of Abbreviations
APD: Assistant Project Director
KCC: Kandy City Centre
KMC: Kandy Municipal Council
PD: Project Director
SCD: Strategic Cities Development
SCDP: Strategic Cities Development Project
UDA: Urban Development Authority
WB: World Bank
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Annex 3: Stakeholders Awareness Meeting at KMC
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Annex -4 Lighting & outdoor furniture

Figure 3 Propose lighting and outdoor furniture of walk way
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Annex – 5 Elevation of the construction

Figure 4;Propose bus shelter

Figure 5Part of the walkway elevation
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